The results of experimental studies performed in a radiotherapy 12 C ion beam with a nominal energy of 500 MeV/amu and in 16 O and 56 Fe ion beams with a nominal energy of 1 GeV/amu have been described. Linear energy transfer (LET) spectra have been established by means of an LET spectrometer based on a chemically etched track detector, and the measured results were also compared with theoretical calculations obtained using the program Stopping and Range of Ions in Matter (SRIM). It was observed that with increasing depth in a beam, the LET spectra are shifted towards higher values of LET; one can also observe an important widening of the spectra along the range, as well as an increasing amount of nuclear reaction products and/or of fragments in the spectra. The relative contribution of these secondary particles to the total absorbed dose was assessed.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, light ions (e.g. carbon ions) are starting to be used in the radiotherapy. These particles, when compared with photons, have some advantagesthey have a higher radiobiological effectiveness and also a convenient depth -dose distribution with the Bragg peak (BP) at the end of the particles' ranges. Nevertheless, any particles passing through matter (absorber) can interact with nuclei undergoing a nuclear fragmentation. The importance of the fragmentation processes is greater for heavier ions having higher energies because the fragments diminish the number of primary ions and they produce an additional ionisation before and also behind the BP region. Note further that secondary particles and fragments may deteriorate the sharp dose contours by enhanced lateral and longitudinal scattering (1) . This paper describes some studies in heavier ion beams performed for the purpose of the determination of the contribution of secondary particles to the absorbed dose. Some dosimetry characteristics of a carbon ion beam with a nominal energy of 500 MeV/amu in various depths in the phantom (from the entrance of the beam up to depths beyond the BP) were investigated. The spectra of the linear energy transfer (LET) were measured by means of track-etch detectors. These spectra were then compared with theoretical calculations obtained using the program Stopping and Range of Ions in Matter (SRIM) (2) . Similar studies were performed in the oxygen beam and in the iron ion beam, each with a nominal energy of 1 GeV/amu.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

LET spectrometer based on a PADC track-etch detector
The methodology of LET spectrometry based on a polyallyldiglycolcarbonate (PADC) chemically etched track detector has been developed at the Nuclear Physics Institute in Prague. In the present studies, one type of the material is used as the detector-Page (from Page Mouldings Ltd., England) with a thickness of 0.5 mm. After the irradiation, the detectors were etched in 5 N NaOH at 708C during 18 h, which corresponds to the removal of a layer about 17-mm thick on each side of the detector. To determine the LET value of a particle, it is necessary to establish the etching rate ratio V ¼ v T /v B (where v T is the track etching rate and v B is the bulk etching rate). The value of V is calculated from track parameters measured by means of an automatic optical image analyser LUCIA G. Then, the obtained V-spectra are transformed into the LET spectra using calibration curves based on the irradiation in heavy ions beams. This LET spectrometer enables us to determine the LET of particles approximately from 10 to 700 keV/mm (3 -5) . Note that this spectrometer is not able to separate in a simple way different particle species with the same LET. Having obtained the LET spectra, one can calculate some dose characteristics, such as dose, dose equivalent and also relative biological weighted efficiency for the specific ions (6) ).
Setting of the experiment
The track detectors were irradiated in the 12 C radiotherapy beam at the Nuclotron in Joint Institute for Nuclear Research (JINR), Dubna (7) ; they were placed at several positions in the plexiglass phantom-at the beam entrance, at the depth of 28.1 g cm 22 , 32.3 g cm 22 , and at eight positions evenly distributed from 34.6 to 38.6 g cm
22
. The initial energy of the carbon ions was not exactly 500 MeV/amu-stated as the nominal value-but 480 MeV/amu. This was caused by the energy losses during the passage of the beam through the beam monitoring and diagnostic systems. Note that the value 480 MeV/amu corresponds to the mean range of ions 37.3 g cm Fe ions with a nominal energy of 1 GeV/amu at two positions-before and behind an aluminium absorber with a thickness of 54 g cm 22 in the case of oxygen and 10 g cm 22 in the case of iron, respectively.
Theoretical calculation using the program SRIM
The passage of the ions through the absorbers was simulated by means of the program SRIM. SRIM calculates the full 3D distribution of the ions and their kinetic characteristics; it also provides calculation of stopping and range tables. Per analysis of the output from this program, the LET of primary ions and their distribution in various depths in the matter up to the BP region was obtained. Therefore, we were able to compare calculated and measured data.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The LET spectra of absorbed dose were determined by the LET spectrometer at various depths from the entrance up to the depth behind the (BP) in plexiglass for the carbon ion beam. Several examples of the spectra-at the entrance, at the depth before, in and behind the BP-are presented in Figure 1 .
One can see the shifting of the spectra towards higher values of LET (from 100 keV/mm) with increasing depth in the plexiglass as particles are slowing down; the spectra are also getting broader due to the energy and angular straggling, particularly in the BP region. For greater depths, the nuclear processes start to play a significant role, as can be clearly seen in Figure 1 where in the spectra the primary peak (belonging to carbon ions) and the contribution of fragments (mostly before this peak) can be distinguished. At the beam entrance there are registered almost only tracks from carbon ions, whereas behind the BP there are only tracks corresponding to the particles produced by the fragmentation processes (the so-called fragment tail). The calculation done using the program SRIM enables us to compare the measured spectra with the theoretical ones. The measured maximum value of LET corresponds to the depth of 36.9 g cm 22 , but the position of BP obtained from the calculation for the monoenergetic 480 MeV/amu carbon ion beam is slightly higher (38.6 g cm
22
). This difference may be due to the change of the beam energy between Figure 1 . LET spectra of absorbed dose at different depths of the 12 C beam with a nominal energy of 500 MeV/amu; a.u., arbitrary units. the accelerator output and the surface of the detector. In the following studies, the position of the BP was normalised so that it matches the value 36.9 g cm 22 ; after this normalisation, quite a good agreement of both spectra for the main peak of 12 C was observed. Because SRIM takes into account only primary particles and their ionisation losses, whereas the track detectors measure all particles with LET above the detection threshold (about 7 keV/mm), the relative contribution of the fragments to the measured absorbed dose could be assessed. The results for various depths are summarised in Table 1 . Initially, the primary ions have enough energy to produce fragments and so the flux and the energy deposition of fragments increase up to the depth of 34.5 g cm
, where the contribution of fragments composes 30% of the absorbed dose. Closer to and in the BP region, the ionisation losses and also the energy deposition of primary ions rapidly increase, while the production of fragments becomes relatively less important and the contribution of fragments to the dose decreases.
Regarding the second experiment in oxygen and iron ion beams, the absorbed dose spectra in LET before and behind the Al absorber are presented in Figures 2 and 3 . Also in this case, an attempt to distinguish the contribution from fragments to the absorbed dose was performed. At the beginning (before the absorber), the fragments contribute to the dose by 3%, whereas behind the absorbers this contribution increases to 29% for iron ions and to 36% for oxygen ions, respectively.
CONCLUSION
Spectra of linear energy transfer were measured by means of the LET spectrometer in various heavier ion beams and the contribution of nuclear reaction products and fragments to the total absorbed dose were established. These particles may represent a significant part of the dose not only behind but also before the BP region and so it is necessary to take them into the account during the treatment therapy planning. The fragmentation processes are more important for heavier ions and higher energies; they also depend on the choice of the material of the absorber. 
